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A week-long, hands-on, Ocean Science Exploration Day Camp will be
offered through the Inner Space Center (ISC) at the University of Rhode
Island’s Graduate School of Oceanography in Narragansett, RI. The ISC
is an innovative leader, advancing ocean science exploration, research,
and education.

A week-long, hands-on, Ocean Science Exploration Day Camp will be
offered through the Inner Space Center (ISC) at the University of Rhode
Island’s Graduate School of Oceanography in Narragansett, RI. The ISC
is an innovative leader, advancing ocean science exploration, research,
and education.

During this day camp, participants will become ocean scientists, They
will learn about the different disciplines of oceanography:
•biological oceanography
•chemical oceanography
•physical oceanography
•geological oceanography
•ocean technology/exploration

During this day camp, participants will become physical
oceanographers. The camp will investigate the motions and physical
properties of ocean waters including:
• density
• buoyancy
• salinity
• temperature
• wave dynamics
• ocean currents
• tides

Each day, campers will explore a different discipline. Topics covered
will range from dissecting the ocean food chain and learning about oil
spills and ocean acidification to investigating wave dynamics and
exploring buoyancy through mock submarine builds. Campers will also
be surrounded by video, audio, and other oceanographic data in real
time, and learn about the amazing ocean discoveries that unfold at the
ISC. Campers will also engage with scientists that are involved in
active missions to explore the otherwise “unknown ocean.”
Cost: $395 per/camper.

Campers will go on local field trips and links to ocean technology will
be made. Campers will also be surrounded by video, audio, and other
oceanographic data in real time, and learn about the amazing ocean
discoveries that unfold at the ISC. Campers will also engage with
scientists that are involved in active missions to explore the otherwise
“unknown ocean.”
Cost: $495 per/camper.
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Questions? Please contact Holly Morin, ISC Education Specialist
holly_morin@uri.edu or (401) 874-6414
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